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Introduction 

The general objective of our research is modelling the biophysical processes of the 

effects of inhaled radon progenies. This effort is related to the rejection or support of the LNT 

(linear no threshold) dose-effect hypothesis, which seems to be one of the most challenging tasks 

of current radiation protection. Our approximation and results may also serve as a useful tool for 

lung cancer models. In this study, deposition patterns, activity distributions and alpha-hit 

probabilities of inhaled radon progenies in the large airways of the human tracheobronchial tree 

are computed. 

 

Methods 

The mathematical simulation performed in this work involves a numerical model of 

particle deposition and a cellular hit probability-computing program. 

A particle deposition model includes the morphology and geometry of the lung, gas flow 

structure in the inspiration-expiration cycle, and pattern of particle deposition as a result of 

particle-fluid interaction coupled with the geometry. 

In this study, the three-dimensional physiologically realistic geometry of the generations 1-5th of 

the human airways (including trachea) has been generated by the Unigraphics CAD (computer 

aided design) software (figure 1a). The space discretization required by the applied numerical 

method was performed applying an unstructured, boundary and deposition density adapted 

tetrahedral grid (figure 1b). 

For this purpose the Gambit meshing code has been used. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. a) 3D human respiratory tract model (generations 1-5th) 

b) the applied mathematical grid 
 

The user enhanced FLUENT CFD (computational fluid dynamics) code has been implemented to 

simulate the airflow fields for different flow rates and radioisotopes during inspiration and 

expiration. Trajectories of injected spherical particles have been computed by consideration of 

basic deposition mechanisms, that is the inertial impaction, sedimentation and Brownian 

diffusion. Both attached (218Po, 214Bi and 214Pb) and unattached (218Po) radionuclids have been 

tracked taking into account their characteristic sizes and concentrations (figure 2).  

Regarding the particle deposition two assumptions was made: wall-impacting particles was 

considered deposited and interception (which is an important deposition mechanism in case of 

fibrous particles) was neglected.   

 

 

Figure 2. Deposition pattern of attached and unattached radon progenies. 
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Activity distributions of deposited radionuclides were quantified on the basis of the resulted 

deposition patterns in circumstances characteristic in uranium mines and homes, taking into 

account that 218Po (which represents ~13% of the attached and ~100% of the attached fraction) is 

(potentially) a double alpha particle emitter.  

Hit probabilities of alpha particles emitted by deposited radon progenies in the cell nuclei of the 

tracheobronchial epithelium were computed by an own code using realistic epithelial cell 

morphology model. The code uses as input data the deposition pattern and the lung geometry, 

generates the alpha sensitive epithelial cells and alpha particle tracks then computes the single 

and multiple cell nuclei hits.  

The epithelial cell nuclei (basal, secretory, goblet, ciliated and preciliated) are generated on the 

basis of the depth distribution functions taken from the literature and built in the code (figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Distribution of basal and secretory cell nuclei in one computational grid cell. 

 

The decay directions are randomly selected using a Monte-Carlo technique, leading to the near 

wall and far wall components. The two different alpha tracks have different lengths because of 

the different energy loss in air and tissue (figure 4). Delivered dose computations are also 

planned by the inclusion of a cord length computing routine, the dose beeing: 

ED
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, where D  is the transmitted dose, E the transmitted energy and m the mass.  

E  can be computed from the 
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equation, where l  is the cord length and LET the linear energy transfer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Some near and far wall α tracks at a carinal ridge of a bifurcation (left panel), end 

points of about 2000 near wall (middle panel), and 2000 far wall (right panel) alpha tracks in the 

epithelium of one airway bifurcation emitted by deposited attached radon progenies. 
 

Results and conclusions 

 The airflow fields and related particle deposition patterns strongly depend on the shape of 

airway geometry and breathing pattern. Computed deposition patterns of attached an unattached 

radon progenies are strongly inhomogeneous creating hot spots at the carinal regions and 

downstream of the inner sides of the daughter airways. The results suggest that in the vicinity of 

the carinal regions the multiple hit probabilities are quite high even at low average doses and 

increase exponentially in the low-dose range. Thus, even the so-called low doses may present 

high doses for large clusters of cells. The cell transformation probabilities are much higher in 

these regions and this phenomenon cannot be modeled with average burdens. 
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